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ABSTRACT
Humanoid robots in any environment are likely to experience collisions with obstacles or
imbalance while attempting to navigate or perform a task. While humans are quite capable
of balancing when encountering moderate collisions and imbalance, humanoid robots have
yet to master the same skill. Push recovery is a strategy to maintain an upright posture in a
robot while subjected to disturbances or imbalance. Performing push recovery on a humanoid
robot consists of planning the actuation of the joints, ground reaction forces, and footsteps.
Controlling a robot’s trajectory has many challenges such as incorporating nonlinear dynamic
equations, achieving resilience to disturbances, and maintaining computational efficiency.
This paper introduces a control framework that determines the necessary actuated joint
forces and footsteps in order to balance. The proposed control framework is distinct from
existing Capture Point/Capture Region solutions in that the controller simultaneously plans
multiple future footsteps and all actuated joint forces. Model Predictive Control provides
the necessary planning and optimization to anticipate the robot’s future trajectory and
accommodate imbalance. Combining the effort of all actuators and multiple footsteps into
one recovery strategy has yet to be implemented in push recovery of humanoid robots. This
control framework is demonstrated with a bipedal walking robot model and the performance
is validated with simulation results.
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Humanoid robots, and legged robots in general, rely heavily on balance control when navigating
in unknown environments. A balanced upright posture is considered to be when the foot’s position
is at a point where the net vertical ground reaction force has zero moment acting about the pivot
of the foot. The net vertical ground reaction force is denoted as the Center of Pressure (CoP)
and the point where zero moment is acting is known as the Zero-Moment Point (ZMP) [1]. In
the simply case of the linear inverted pendulum model (LIPM) for humanoid robots, the ZMP is
located directly the model’s Center of Mass (CoM).
While standing, humans can use a combination of two strategies to maintain balance known
as the ankle and hip strategies [2]. The ankle-strategy uses plantar flexion or dorsiflexion in the
ankle and foot to change the CoP in the ground contact area. Additionally, humans will use the
hip-strategy to generate a torque about the hip joint rotating the torso and producing internal
angular momentum. Similar to the hip-strategy, rapid swinging of the arms can also generate
internal angular momentum. The applied torque at the hip causes a reaction torque on the stance
leg about the foot’s pivot to ultimately move the hip’s position. Both strategies are limited by
the strength of muscles and range of motion for both ankle and hip joints. A further strategy to
balance is to take one or more footsteps.
When controlling humanoid robots, it is desirable to take advantage of all these strategies to
prevent the robot from falling. How can we best make use of these strategies to prevent falling
as much as possible? Many solutions have been implemented using ZMP or Capture Point (CP)
tracking as well as the addition of optimization techniques. A single control framework will be
proposed that simultaneously determines both the actuated joint forces and footsteps combining
their efforts to keep a robot balanced.
Existing solutions are primarily focused on a combination of a CP or ZMP methods to determine
the footsteps with separate controllers for the actuators. Capture Points and Capture Regions [3]
have been introduced to balance a robot using internal angular momentum (hip-strategy) with
a limit of one footstep while under the assumption of fixed hip height. Extended Capture Point
techniques have followed with a stable CP tracking controller as well as gait planning [4], [5]. Similar
to Capture Point is the concept of “extrapolated center of mass” presented in Hof [6] to generate
stable walking motion in the presence of measurable disturbances. Still, these studies focus on the
magnitude of a single footstep to take in order to recover and assume separate controllers for the
actuated joints.
Extensive analysis of capturability (including N-step capturablility) has been described in
Koolen [7] for various modelled dynamics, and then applied in a combination of controllers in Pratt
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[8]. The N-Step capturability is recursively derived from a 1-Step capturability and is computed at
the time of each footstep. A 3-Step push recovery from an impulse disturbance was introduced [9],
but does not fully describe the footstep planning for an arbitrary disturbance. A 2-Step recovery
formulation was described in [10], but only re-planned future footsteps when performing the current
footstep. The proposed control framework considers multiple footsteps every control sample even if
the controller is not performing a new footstep, allowing the actuator forces to adjust accordingly.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) and other convex optimization methods have been used to
perform push recovery on humanoid robots [11], [12], but do not include the option to take a new
footstep severely limiting push recovery. Adaptive footstep position and footstep timing with an
optimization framework has been successfully designed an tested [13], [14], [15]. This adaptive
approach on humanoid robots in most aligned with the proposed control framework with the ex-
ception that the proposed approach is setup to consider multiple footsteps instead of one footstep
and all actuator control values can be included. MPC methods have been successfully applied in
quadruped robots [16], [17], and show real-time capabilities for trajectory planning.
The presented control framework is unique in that it does not consider Capture Points or ZMP
methods for the robot’s footsteps. Instead, with model-based dynamics and constraints on the state
and control, the controller plans ahead for the most effective control inputs and footsteps. This
becomes an optimization problem that considers future state trajectories which will balance the
robot. Simple models of bipedal locomotion are used to maintain a computationally efficient load.




To present the multi-step recovery strategy of this thesis, a planar bipedal walking robot model
is constructed to emulate the dynamic motions of a human. The bipedal robot model is displayed
in Figure 2.1 during the single-support phase where one foot is in contact with the ground (stance
leg) while the other foot is in free motion (swing leg). Not shown in the figure is the switch phase
which involves the impact dynamics when the swing leg comes in contact with the ground. Since
the robot’s dynamics are not equivalent for both the single-support phase and the switch phase, a
hybrid model must be used to describe the overall dynamics. Analysis and derivation of a humanoid
robot hybrid model, single-support phase and impact model, is discussed thoroughly in Feedback
Control of Dynamics Bipedal Robot Locomotion by Eric Westervelt and Jessy Grizzle. The bipedal
Figure 2.1: The planar bipedal walking robot model during the single-support phase. (xc, zc) is the hip
position, px is the foot position, θ is the leg’s rotation, ϕ is the torso’s rotation, l is the leg length, Fe is the
knee force, τ is the hip torque, and Fτ is the force induced by τ .
model incorporates a torso body (dark gray segment) at the hip joint to assist with balancing
through internal angular momentum generation. Including the torso was inspried by previously
known models such as the Linear Inverted Pendulum plus Flywheel Model (LIPM plus Flywheel)
[3], the Reaction Wheel Pendulum [18], the Acorbot [19], and the Three-Link Walker [20]. The
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torso has uniformly distributed mass with its Center of Mass (CoM) is attached at the hip. All
segments of the bipedal robot are assumed to be rigid bodies with the stance leg in contact with
the ground at a point foot, for which the ankle-strategy of recovery is not considered. The recovery
methods for the bipedal robot are the hip-strategy with the inertia from the torso and taking new
footsteps.
The hybrid model consists of the robot either in the single-support phase or the switch phase.
The impact dynamics during switch phase will not be considered to simplify the model. Further-
more, the switch phase which undergoes a swap in roles between the swing and stance leg is assumed
to occur instantaneously. Meaning, as soon as the swing leg comes in contact with the ground,
the stance leg immediately leaves contact with the ground. Since the impact dynamics are being
ignored, the only change observed in the switch phase dynamics is a change in foot position px.
The single-support phase occurs at all times other than when the instantaneous switch phase hap-
pens. Specifically, given all the assumptions, the robot is always in the single-support phase aside
from the instantaneous points in time when a new footstep is taken. The single-support phase is
modelled as a continuous-time system while the switch phase is modeled as a discrete-time system.
As a further simplification to the model, the mass of the legs is assume orders of magnitude
less than the mass of the torso, and are therefore neglected. For this reason, the swing leg (lightest
shade of gray in Figure 2.1) has no effect on the single-support phase dynamics. The swing leg’s
only purpose is to provide the necessary swap in roles between the swing and stance leg during the
switch phase. For visualization purposes only, the swing leg will continue to appear in figures.
The planar bipedal walking robot model is controlled through two actuators located at the
revolute hip joint (xc, zc) and the prismatic joint within the stance leg. These actuators correspond
to abdominal muscles rotating the torso and a knee’s force to extend the leg as humans do. The
torque exerted on the torso is applied about the hip joint and therefore about the torso’s CoM. By
Newton’s third law of motion, the torque applied τ to the torso has an equal and opposite torque
applied to the leg. This generates an reaction force Fτ at the hip assuming the point foot is fixed
at (px, 0). More details about the applied torque are covered in Chapter 2.
The dynamic equations for the continuous-time single-support phase dynamics of the planar













These equations will be derived in the following sections. sin θ = px−xcl , cos θ =
zc
l , mtor is the
torso’s mass, (xc, zc) is the global hip position (CoM), Fτ is the applied torque’s reaction force,
and Fe is the knee force. px is the global foot position, J is the torso’s inertia about the CoM,
l =
√
(px − xc)2 + z2c is the leg length, and define Fτ := τl . In general, the continuous-time single-
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support phase dynamics of humanoid robot models are nonlinear of the form
ẋ = f(x,u) (2.4)
where x and u are the state and control vectors. For the particular case of the bipedal robot model
presented, the nonlinear equations described in state-space are























































u = [Fe τ ]
T is the control vector, l =
√
(x7 − x1)2 + x22 is the leg length in terms of the state
variables, and mtor, g, and J are all constant. The discrete-time switch phase dynamics are simply
modelled as an instantaneous change in the state.
x+ = x− + δ (2.7)
δ = [0 0 0 0 0 0 δpx] (2.8)
x− is the state of the robot just prior to the switch of stance leg and swing leg. x+ is the state
of the robot just after the switch. Changes to the state are described by the vector δ. δpx is
the change in foot position meaning the new footstep’s magnitude and direction. Combining the
single-support phase and switch phase define the hybrid model.
Hybrid Model
ẋ = f(x,u) Single-Support Phasex+ = x− + δ Switch Phase (2.9)
In the next two sections, the dynamic equations of the single-support phase (2.1) to (2.3) will be
derived using two different methods, Newtonian mechanics and the Euler-Lagrange energy-based
equations.
2.1 Newtonian Mechanics
To analyze the planar bipedal walking robot model shown in Figure 2.1 with Newton’s second
law of motion (Newtonian mechanics), each rigid body segment must be isolated to observed the
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net forces and torque on the body. Each rigid body segment (or link) is numbered, with the
ground acting as link 1. For the given bipedal robot model, there are four links to be considered
for the Newtonian mechanics analysis. Note: the labeling of links will be different when deriving
dynamic equations with the Euler-Lagrange method. Links 2, 3, and 4 in the Newtonian mechanics
derivation are simply links 1, 2 and 3 when using the Euler-Lagrange method. Please refer to the
appropriate figures of the corresponding derivation methods to determine the correctly labeling of
links. For Newtonian mechanics, the labeling of links is shown (numbered circles) in Figure 2.2.
Now that each link is labelled, the links will be separated and observed as free body diagrams
Figure 2.2: Labeling links and joints of the planar bipedal walking robot model for the Newtonian mechanics
derivation of dynamic equations. Link 1 is the ground while links 2, 3, and 4 are the rigid body segments.
Joints A and C are revolute joints while joint B is a prismatic joint. Joints B and C are capable of actuating
linear or angular motion respectively. Joint A is allowed to freely rotate but has no actuation. Joint A
simply pins link 1 and 2 together under the assumption of satisfying the no-slip condition.
with external forces and torques applying to each link. See Figure 2.3. The forces and torques
labelled in Figure 2.3 involve all connecting joint forces along with the generated forces by the
actuators at joint B and C. Specifically, link 3 (the upper leg) generates a torque τ34 which is
applied to link 4 (the torso) at the revolute joint C. The torque is generate by a motor and power
source. For consistency, all forces and torques are assumed to have non-negative values with sign
according to the direction as drawn in Figure 2.3. The positive direction of rotation is setup to be
counterclockwise out of the page when referencing the figure. By Newton’s third law, the generated
torque τ34 has an equal and opposite torque. It is important to note that link 2 and 3 are coupled
due to the nature of the prismatic joint and only have freedom to move with respect to each other
along the direction parallel to the leg’s rotation. Other than the parallel direction, their movements
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Figure 2.3: Isolated free body diagrams of each link with external forces and torques drawn and labelled.
For example, F23‖ is the force parallel to the leg’s rotation applied to link 3 by link 2. The forces drawn are
either in the Cartesian directions or drawn parallel and perpendicular to the orientation of the leg θ. This
is done to visualize and derive how the leg extension force |Fe| = |F23‖| = |F32‖| acts on each rigid body.
are coupled. The equal and opposite reaction torque to τ34 is dispersed upon links 2 and 3, τ43 and
τ42, such that τ34 = τ43 + τ42.
From Newton’s second law, the forces and torques can be described in terms of mass, inertia,
acceleration, and angular acceleration. The acceleration for links 2, 3, and 4 are found in the
Cartesian coordinate frame. The acceleration due to gravity is taken into account. The acceleration
of link 1 (the ground) is not considered since the inertial frame is assumed fixed to the ground.
−F12x + F32x = m2ẍ2
F12z − F32z −m2g = m2z̈2
lc1F12⊥ + lc1F32⊥ − τ42 = I2α2
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−F23x + F43x = m3ẍ3
F23z − F43z −m3g = m3z̈3
l∗2F23⊥ + l2F43⊥ − τ43 = I3α3
−F34x = m4ẍ4
F34z −m4g = m4z̈4
τ34 = I4α4
(x2, z2) is the Cartesian position coordinate of link 2’s CoM, m2 is the mass of link 2, I2 is the
inertia about the Cartesian y-axis of link 2, and α2 is the angular acceleration of link 2. The same
nomenclature applies to links 3 and 4. Now to add the assumption that the legs are mass-less,
m2 = I2 = m3 = I3 = 0, simplifications to the above equations are made.
m2 = 0 ⇒ F12x = F32x, F12z = F32z, F12⊥ = F32⊥, F12‖ = F32‖
I2 = 0 ⇒ lc1F12⊥ + lc1F32⊥ = τ42
m3 = 0 ⇒ F23x = F43x, F23z = F43z, F23⊥ = F43⊥, F23‖ = F43‖
I3 = 0 ⇒ l∗2F23⊥ + l2F43⊥ = τ43
The forces acting on link 4 (the torso) can be reconstructed from these simplifications.
F34‖ = F43‖ = F23‖ = F32‖ = F12‖ = F21‖
τ34 = τ43 + τ42
= lc1F12⊥ + lc1F32⊥ + l
∗
2F23⊥ + l2F43⊥
= 2lc1F32⊥ + l
∗
2F23⊥ + l2F43⊥ (F12⊥ = F32⊥)
= 2lc1F32⊥ + (l
∗
2 + l2)F43⊥ (F23⊥ = F43⊥)
= (2lc1 + l
∗
2 + l2)F43⊥ (F32⊥ = F43⊥)
= (2lc1 + l
∗
2 + l2)F34⊥ (F43⊥ = F34⊥)
Similarly the acceleration of link 4 is reconstructed using the leg’s rotation θ to represent in Carte-
sian coordinates.
τ34
2lc1 + l∗2 + l2
cos (θ)− F34‖ sin (θ) = m4ẍ4 (2.10)
τ34
2lc1 + l∗2 + l2
sin (θ) + F34‖ cos (θ)−m4g = m4z̈4 (2.11)
τ34 = I4α4 (2.12)
Observing Figures 2.1 and 2.3, the main variables from Figure 2.1 can be substituted into the
dynamic equations for link 4. τ34 = τ is the hip torque, 2lc1 + l
∗
2 + l2 = l is the leg length, F34‖ = Fe
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is the leg extension force, m4 = mtor is the mass of the torso, (x4, z4) = (xc, zc) is the CoM position
of the torso, I4 = J is the inertia of the torso, and α4 = ϕ̈ is the angular acceleration of the torso.
τ
l
cos (θ)− Fe sin (θ) = mtorẍc
τ
l
sin (θ) + Fe cos (θ)−mtorg = mtorz̈c
τ = Jϕ̈
Equations (2.1) to (2.3) are recovered after using Fτ =
τ
l . The single-support phase dynamics
equations of the planar bipedal walking robot model have now been fully derived using Newtonian
mechanics.
2.2 The Euler-Lagrange Method
Another method to derive the planar bipedal walking robot’s dynamic equations is with the
Euler-Lagrange method. The energy-based Lagrangian of the system is used to formulate equivalent
dynamic equations to what has been derived with Newton’s Second Law. The nomenclature for this
section closely follows the literature from Robot Modeling and Control First Edition [21] written by
previous UIUC professors Seth Hutchinson and Mark Spong along with Mathukumalli Vidyasagar.
To find the robot’s dynamic equations, the general Euler-Lagrange method is described for any
serial chain n-link robot, or a robot with n rigid bodies. It is important to note the links labelled
in this section follow a different notation than in Newtonian mechanics. Here the first link is
labeled as the first rigid body. Each rigid body is assigned a generalized coordinate based on the
joint or actuation type. The Euler-Lagrange equations for a system with n generalizes coordinates







= ui i = 1, . . . , n (2.13)
The Lagrangian L = T −V , where T and V are the total kinetic and potential energies. ui are the














CoM velocity vci and angular velocity ωi are both expressed in the inertial frame. The inertia
tensor IIi is with respect to the inertia frame for which the quantity may be time-varying. The
fixed valued inertia tensor with respect to the body attached frame BIi is described by the similarity








BRi is the rotation matrix from the body attached frame to the inertial frame. To help
describe the velocity components in terms of the generalized coordinates, the Jacobian matrices
(eq. 6.45 in [21]) are defined as
vci = Jvi(q)q̇ ωi = Jωi(q)q̇ (2.16)
Jvi is the velocity Jacobian for rigid body i and Jωi is the angular velocity Jacobian for rigid body
i. Each Jacobian may be in terms of the generalized coordinate vector q. The total kinetic energy


















The symmetric positive definite matrix D is call the inertia matrix, and mi is the mass of rigid





ag = [0 0 g]
T is the acceleration vector due to gravity where g is the gravity constant. rci is
the position coordinate of the CoM of rigid body i in the inertial frame. Computing the Euler-
Lagrange equations for the described kinetic and potential energies reveals the matrix form of the
Euler-Lagrange equations (eq 6.61 in [21]).
D(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) + g(q) = u (2.19)
D is the inertia matrix defined in (2.17). C is a matrix in terms of the generalized coordinate
vector and its derivative which further contains Centrifugal and Coriolis terms and defined as (eq.



















cij and dij are the i
th row and jth column of matrices C and D. cijk are called the Christoffel
symbols of the first kind. Note that cijk = cjik for fixed k. The vector g contains terms resulting





(2.19) results in n equations where each equations has a generalized input ui corresponding to the
actuation of the generalized coordinate qi. If no actuator is present, then ui is simply zero.
As a first example, the Euler Lagrange method will be applied to the Acrobot [19] which has
very similar dynamics to the planar bipedal walking robot model in the continuous-time single
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support phase, see Figure 2.4. The first step in the Euler Lagrange method is to find the kinetic
Figure 2.4: Labeling dimensions, generalized coordinates, and body attached frames of two link robot (Ac-
robot, 1994 [19]) to derive the dynamic equations using the Euler-Lagrange method. The base endpoint of
the first link is assumed pinned at the ground during continuous stance phase dynamics.
energy K (2.17) of the robot. The position vectors, velocity vectors, and velocity Jacobians are
determined in terms of the generalized coordinates. Any offset between the inertial coordinate
frame and the base of the first rigid body of the robot is ignore in the position calculation as it





−l1 sin (q1)− lc2 sin (q1 + q2)0





 vc2 = ṙ1 =
− [l1 cos q1 + lc2 cos (q1+q2)]q̇1 − lc2 cos (q1+q2)q̇20
− [l1 sin q1 + lc2 sin (q1+q2)]q̇1 − lc2 sin (q1+q2)q̇2

Jvc1 =
−lc1 cos (q1) 00 0
−lc1 sin (q1) 0
 , Jvc2 =
− [l1 cos q1 + lc2 cos (q1+q2)] −lc2 cos (q1+q2)0 0









l21 + 2l1lc2 cos (q2) + l
2
c2 l1lc2 cos (q2) + l
2
c2












 0−(q̇1 + q̇2)
0
 Jω1 =
 0 0−1 0
0 0
 Jω2 =




To determine the rotational kinetic energy, a simplification can be observed based on (2.15). For
example, the rotation matrix of the first link R1 = Ry,−q1 . Additionally, if the distributed mass
of the rigid body with uniform density is symmetric about the body attached frame, then BIi is a
diagonal matrix with each diagonal element corresponding to the inertia about that body attached
coordinate axis (e.g. Ii,xx). Based on the planar construction of the Acrobot, this significantly
simplifies the rotational kinetic energy calculation.
R1 = Ry,−q1 =
 cos (−q1) 0 sin (−q1)0 1 0
− sin (−q1) 0 cos (−q1)
 =
cos (q1) 0 − sin (q1)0 1 0








]cos (q1) 0 − sin (q1)0 1 0
sin (q1) 0 cos (q1)

I1,xx 0 00 I1,yy 0
0 0 I1,zz

 cos (q1) 0 sin (q1)0 1 0
− sin (q1) 0 cos (q1)








]I1,xx 0 00 I1,yy 0
0 0 I1,zz


















At this point, all the terms are known to compute the total kinetic energy K, or more conveniently,




















+ I1,yy + I2,yy
d12 = m2
(








Note the inertia matrix is symmetric and positive definite. In anticipation of calculating the
Christoffel symbols of the first kind, the derivatives of each element of D are computed with
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= −m2l1lc2 sin (q2) = 0
The C matrix is found by the definition in (2.20).
C(q, q̇) =
[
−m2l1lc2 sin (q2)q̇2 −m2l1lc2 sin (q2)(q̇1 + q̇2)
m2l1lc2 sin (q2)q̇1 0
]
The total potential energy P of the two link robot is determined in terms of the generalized
coordinates.

















−m1glc1 sin (q1)−m2gl1 sin (q1)−m2glc2 sin (q1+q2)
−m2glc2 sin (q1+q2)
]
Now, all values are known to evaluate the generalized coordinates q from the matrix form of the
Euler-Lagrange equations (2.19) for a given generalized forces u input trajectory. For the original
Acrobot [19], there is no actuator at the base of the first rigid body. The desired dynamic behavior
is to balance the double-pendulum using only the actuation from the electric motor at the revolute
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joint connecting the two rigid bodies.





The Acrobot [19] model has very similar dynamics to the planar bipedal walking robot model
presented in this thesis. The main difference between the Acrobot and the bipedal robot model is
the addition of a prismatic joint in the first rigid body to emulate the knee force of humans, see
Figure 2.5. The knee joint could have been chosen as a revolute joint, though for simplicity, the
linear actuation was chosen. The dynamic equations of the three-link model in Figure 2.5 will be
Figure 2.5: Labeling dimensions, generalized coordinates, and body attached frames of a three link robot
dynamically equivalent to the planar bipedal walking robot model before massless legs and torso assumptions.
The base endpoint of the first link is assumed pinned at the ground during continuous stance phase dynamics.
derived according to the Euler-Lagrange method and then simplified given the assumptions that
the legs are massless and the torso’s CoM is positioned at the hip joint. The same sequence of
steps used to derive the dynamic equations of the Acrobot (Figure 2.4) will be used. To begin, the








−(l1 + q2) sin (q1)0
(l1 + q2) cos (q1)

rc3 =
−(l1 + q2 + l2) sin (q1)− lc3 sin (q1+q3)0
(l1 + q2 + l2) cos (q1) + lc3 cos (q1+q3)





vc2 = ṙc2 =
−(l1 + q2) cos (q1)q̇1 − q̇2 sin (q1)0
−(l1 + q2) sin (q1)q̇1 + q̇2 cos (q1)

vc3 = ṙc3 =
−(l1 + q2 + l2) cos (q1)q̇1 − q̇2 sin (q1)− lc3 cos (q1+q3)(q̇1 + q̇3)0
−(l1 + q2 + l2) sin (q1)q̇1 + q̇2 cos (q1)− lc3 sin (q1+q3)(q̇1 + q̇3)

Jvc1 =
−lc1 cos (q1) 0 00 0 0
−lc1 sin (q1) 0 0

Jvc2 =
−(l1 + q2) cos (q1) − sin (q1) 00 0 0
−(l1 + q2) sin (q1) cos (q1) 0

Jvc3 =
−(l1 + q2 + l2) cos (q1)− lc3 cos (q1+q3) − sin (q1) −lc3 cos (q1+q3)0 0 0


















2 + 2llc3 cos (q3) + l
2
c3 −lc3 sin (q3) llc3 cos (q3) + l2c3
−lc3 sin (q3) 1 −lc3 sin (q3)
llc3 cos (q3) + l
2
c3 −lc3 sin (q3) l2c3

The quantity l = l1 + q2 + l2 = l(q2) is a function of the generalized coordinate q2. The angular





 , ω2 =
 0−q̇1
0
 , ω3 =




 0 0 0−1 0 0
0 0 0
 , Jω1 =
 0 0 0−1 0 0
0 0 0
 , Jω1 =
 0 0 0−1 0 −1
0 0 0

The same simplification shown for the Acrobot’s first link (2.22) is also realized in the three-link
model. Note: R1 = Ry,−q1 , R2 = Ry,−q1, and R3 = Ry,−(q1+q3) where Ri is the rotation matrix



















I3,yy 0 I3,yy0 0 0
I3,yy 0 I3,yy






















c1 +m2(l1 + q2)
2 +m3(l
2 + 2llc3 cos (q3) + l
2
c3) + I1,yy + I2,yy + I3,yy
d12 = d21 = m3(−lc3 sin (q3))
d13 = d31 = m3(llc3 cos (q3) + l
2
c3) + I3,yy
d22 = m2 +m3




The derivatives of each element in D(q) are computed with respect to each generalized coordinate







= 2m2(l1 + q2) + 2m3l + 2m3lc3 cos (q3)
∂d11
q3















= m3lc3 cos (q3)
∂d13
q3


































































= 0 = m2(l1 + q2) = 0





































= −m2(l1 + q2) = 0 = 0





















































































































































= 0 = 0 = 0




m2(l1 + q2) +m3(l + lc3 cos (q3))
]
q̇2 −m2llc3 sin (q3)q̇3
c12 =
[
m2(l1 + q2) +m3(l + lc3 cos (q3))
]
q̇1
c13 = −m2llc3 sin (q3)(q̇1 + q̇3)
c21 = −
[
m2(l1 + q2) +m3(l + lc3 cos (q3))
]
q̇1 −m3lc3 cos (q3)q̇3
c22 = 0
c23 = −m3lc3 cos (q3)(q̇1 + q̇3)
c31 = m3llc3 sin (q3)q̇1 +m3lc3 cos (q3)q̇2
c32 = m3lc3 cos (q3)q̇1
c33 = 0
The total potential energy of the three-link robot is determined in terms of the generalized coordi-
nates.
P (q) = m1glc1 cos (q1) +m2g(l1 + q2) cos (q1) +m3g
[












−m1glc1 sin (q1)−m2g(l1 + q2) sin (q1)−m3g
[
l sin (q1) + lc3 sin (q1 + q3)
]
m2g cos (q1) +m3g cos (q1)
−m3glc3 sin (q1 + q3)

The complexity of matrices D and C and vector g is observed and the assumption that the stance
leg’s mass is negligible, m1 = m2 = 0, is applied. Additionally, the construction of the torso’s
CoM centered at the hip position (the joint connected the second and third links) leads to the
simplification of lc3 = 0. The inertia matrix D(q), the matrix C(q, q̇), and the vector g(q) are
appropriately simplified. Furthermore, the symbolic variables presented in Figure 2.1 for the planar
bipedal walking robot model can be substituted into this simplified three-link model. m3 = mtor,
I3,yy = J , and q1 = θ.
D(q) =
m3l














−m3ql sin (q1)m3g cos (q1)
0
 =
−mtorgl sin θmtorg cos θ
0
 (2.25)
This leads to the matrix Euler-Lagrange equations (2.19) for the planar bipedal walking robot
model, then expanded for each generalized coordinate/force.
D(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇)ġ + g(g) = u
m3l
2q̈1 + I3,yy(q̈1 + q̈3)−m3gl sin (q1) = u1
m3q̈2 +m3g cos (q1) = u2
I3,yy(q̈1 + q̈3) = u3
Note: l = (l1+q2+l2), l̈ = q̈2, ϕ = q1+q3, and ϕ̈ = q̈1+q̈3. All of these correlations can be observed
comparing Figures 2.5 and 2.1. The quantity l = l1 +q2 + l2 remains unchanged in the substitution.
mtorl
2θ̈ + Jϕ̈−mtorgl sin θ = 0 (2.26)
mtor l̈ +mtorg cos θ = Fe (2.27)
Jϕ̈ = τ (2.28)
u1 = 0 because there is no torque generated at the point foot. u2 = Fe, the knee force. u3 = τ , the
torque applied to the torso at the hip. To translate from the Cartesian dynamic equations (2.1)
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to (2.3) to the generalized dynamic equations from the Euler-Lagrange method, the position of the
hip (xc, zc) in terms of l and θ can be differentiated with respect to time.
px − xc = l sin (θ)
ẋc = −l cos (θ)θ̇
ẍc = l sin (θ)θ̇
2 − l cos (θ)θ̈
zc = l cos (θ)
żc = −l sin (θ)θ̇
z̈c = −l cos (θ)θ̇2 − l sin (θ)θ̈
Plugging these expressions into (2.1) and (2.2) results in
mtor
[





cos (θ)− Fe sin (θ)
mtor
[





sin (θ) + Fe cos (θ)−mtorg






Re-arranging the terms and multiplying by l recovers 2.26 and 2.28 (plugging 2.28 into 2.26).
Equation (2.27) is equivalent to Newton’s second law of the torso in the direction parallel to the
robot’s leg (this can be observed as m4r̈4‖ = F34‖ −m4g cos (θ) in Figure 2.3).
Now that the equations of motion describing the continuous-time single-support phase dynamics
are fully derived, the techniques to construct the control framework will not be described.
2.3 Linearization & Discretization
In order to perform local convex optimization with Model Predictive Control (see Chapter 3),
the bipedal robot’s model dynamics need to be linear in state and control terms. The continuous-
time single-support phase dynamics (2.4) are nonlinear, but the discrete-time switch phase dynamics
(2.7) are already linear. Equation (2.4) is linearized about a local operating point (xop,uop), where
xop = x(tup) and uop = u(top) using a first-order Taylor expansion. In general, the linearization













(u− uop) =: f̄(x,u) (2.29)
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This requires the differentiation of (2.4). Differentiating the continuous-time single-support phase
dynamics for the presented planar bipedal walking robot model (2.6) with respect to the state is





































(x7 − x1)2 + x22
)






































(x7 − x1)2 + x22
)
= −2(x7 − x1)
l4






0 0 1 0 0 0 0










0 0 0 0 ∂f4∂x7
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(2.30)





























































































































The first order differential equation (2.4) is then discredited using the forward Euler method with
the (now linearized) single-support phase dynamics f̄ .
x[k+1] = x[k] + f̄(x[k],u[k])Ts (2.32)
f̄ is the linearized dynamics for a specified operating point and computed at the current sample
(x[k],u[k]). Ts is the controller’s sample period. Re-arranging terms from (2.29), a general discrete
system is formed to represent the single-support phase dynamics.
x[k+1] = Aopx[k] +Bopu[k] + cop (2.33)























In is the identity of size n where n is the size of the state x. The switch phase dynamics are already
discrete under the assumption that is occurs instantaneously, x[k]+ = x[k]− + δ[k]. δ[k] contains
the size of footstep and direction δpx. It is assumed the swing leg can be controlled such that it can
initiate a new footstep according to the timing diagram in Figure 2.6. The length of time between
footsteps, Tstep, will be determined by the programmer. The single-support and switch phases are
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Figure 2.6: Timing diagram of the discrete hybrid system. The switch phase (orange) occurs instantaneously
when a new footstep is taken, every Tstep. The single-support phase (blue) executes every control sample
period Ts. The combined discrete dynamics are shown in gray which takes places over one sample period.
combined into one discrete dynamic system constructed in (2.37).
x[k+1] = Aop(x[k] + δ[k]) +Bopu[k] + cop (2.37)
Equation (2.33) applies when only the single-support phase is active, and (2.37) applies when both
single-support and switch phases are active, i.e. when a footstep is taken or will be taken if it is a
future prediction.
2.4 Ground Reaction Force Friction Cone
The ground reaction force which preserves the no-slip condition Ftang ≤ µsFnorm can be deter-
mined by the net forces acting at the CoP, see Fig. 2.7. Ftang and Fnorm are the tangential and
normal components of the ground reaction force acting at the robot’s foot. µs is the coefficient of
static friction. The no-slip condition can be rearranged to compare Fe and Fτ .
Fτ (− cos θ − µs sin θ) ≤ Fe (µs cos θ − sin θ)
Fτ (−zc − µs(px − xc)) ≤ Fe (µszc − (px − xc)) (2.38)
To satisfy this inequality, a bilinear constraint in state and control terms would be required. To
avoid this, a conservative linear bound can be implemented. First impose an upper bound on θ,
{θ: |θ| ≤ θ̄ , θ̄ > 0◦}, meaning the stance leg’s rotation θ remains within θ̄. θ̄ is chosen such that
θ̄ < tan−1 (µs) ensuring the right-hand-side of (2.38) is positive. The upper bound on θ is achieved
with a linear constraint on the state variables (2.39) using | tan θ| ≤ tan θ̄.
|px − xc| ≤ zc tan θ̄ (2.39)
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Figure 2.7: Zoomed-in view of the robot’s foot: Ftang and Fnorm are the tangential and normal components
of the ground reaction force; The green shaded area is the conservative approximation of the friction cone
θ̄ < tan−1 µs; The red shaded area is the friction cone for a given µs = 0.95 to be approximated.
The hip height zc is bounded by zc,min > 0, see §. A minimum and maximum is applied to the
right and left-hand-side terms of (2.38).
αmin : = min{µs cos θ − sin θ}
= µs cos θ̄ − sin θ̄ > 0 (2.40)
αmax : = max
{
|− cos θ − µs sin θ|
}
=
∣∣− cos θ̄ − µs sin θ̄∣∣ (2.41)
|τ |
lmin
αmax ≤ Fe αmin (2.42)
lmin := zc,min > 0 is the minimum leg length. The minimum (2.40) and maximum (2.41) result in
a linear constraint on the control variables (2.42). Equation (2.39) and (2.42) together satisfy the
friction code (2.38) though it is a conservative cone measured by θ̄ (see Fig. 2.7). The larger the
difference between θ̄ and tan−1 µs the more relaxed the upper bound on τ (2.42).
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CHAPTER 3: CONTROLLER
The multi-step recovery strategy to balance the humanoid robot is implemented using a discrete-
time controller designed around the Model Predictive Control (MPC) formulation. MPC samples
the current state of the system and uses a model of the system to explore possible future state
trajectories. To predict future state trajectories, the current state is projected forward in time by
the forward Euler method as described in Chapter 2 evaluated with a sequence of control inputs.
The amount of time into the future the state trajectory is predicted is called the Time Horizon. The
control sequence is constructed as variables that can be optimized according to a cost function and
constraints. Upon solving the optimization problem to find the cost-minimizing control sequence,
only the first control value in the sequence is used and applied to the actuators until the next
control sample. At the next control sample, the process repeats finding a new cost-minimizing
control sequence and future state trajectory.
The MPC formulation which finds locally optimal control values presents a control scheme
that can rapidly adjust to disturbances because the controller will “re-predict” and “re-optimize”
at each sample of the new current state. Optimality is with respect to the cost function and
problem constraints. Provided that the computation to solve the optimization problem does not
exceed a certain percentage of the controller’s sample period, online optimization is possible for
real-time control. The MPC formulation includes the ability to incorporate the hybrid dynamics of
a humanoid robot model into the future state trajectory allowing the controller to optimize where
to take new footsteps. The optimization problem allows for constraints on the control sequence and
future state trajectory such as maximum limits and the control values, the friction cone constraints
on the ground reaction force, or limits on the hip height and leg rotation. The next two sections will
cover the overall control framework and the general MPC implementation for a humanoid robot
model.
3.1 Control Framework
The control framework consists of two levels: the user input level and the low-level controller
(see Figure 3.1). The user input level is responsible for sampling the current state of the robot
x[k], and setting values for η, X∗, U∗, and the operating point (xop,uop). η is a Boolean vector
containing a true flag at each time-step when the robot should perform a new footstep and a false
flag at time-steps when no new footstep should be taken. Each flag is set by the programmer
to perform the desired schedule of new footsteps in the future state trajectory. When the robot
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Figure 3.1: The control framework contains a user input level and a low-level controller. The user inputs
include the desired state and control trajectoriesX∗, U∗ for future time-steps until the Time Horizon and the
Boolean vector η determining which time-steps in the future state trajectory to take a new footstep. The low-
level controller implements the Model Predictive Control formulation to perform a Quadratic Programming
problem solving for the optimal control sequence and footsteps.
takes a new footstep, it undergoes the instantaneous switch phase followed by the single-support
phase (Figure 2.6). The two phases are combined and expressed by the discrete dynamics in (2.37)
only when a new footstep is taken. X∗ and U∗ are matrices containing the desired state and
control trajectories for future time-steps until the Time Horizon. All updated values are sent to
the low-level controller via varsTX .
varsTX = {x[k], (xop,uop), η, X∗, U∗} (3.1)
The low-level controller is responsible for optimizing over the possible future trajectories to de-
termine the optimal control sequence and footsteps. The low-level controller then send the first
optimal control value to the actuators. Additionally, if the first Boolean flag in η was true, the
next optimal footstep δpx is performed by the robot.
3.2 Model Predictive Control
Classic Model Predictive Control (MPC) [22][23] is used to perform an optimization over possi-
ble future state trajectories. The future state trajectory is constructed by propagating the current
state sample according to the discrete dynamics in the single-support phase (2.33) or the combined
phases (2.37). The length of time the future state trajectory is predicted to is called the Time
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Horizon, quantified with N discrete time-steps. Figure 3.2 helps visualize the MPC formulation.
The cost function is constructed of weighted quadratic error terms revealing a Heuristic Policy that
Figure 3.2: The Model Predictive Control formulation projects the current state sample using the forward
Euler Method to explore future state trajectories for a sequence of manipulable control inputs. The possible
future trajectories are then optimized to obtain the optimal control sequence, from which the first control
value is implemented. The process repeats every control sample. The operating point is chosen to linearize
the continuous-time single-support phase dynamics for Euler’s method.
penalizes the future trajectories that veer far from the desired trajectory. This Heuristic Policy al-
lows the programmer in the user input level to “drive” the states of the robot in a desired direction
by setting X∗ and U∗. Both the control sequence and future state trajectory may be subjected
to linear constraints. This methodology results in a linearly constrained Quadratic Programming
(QP) optimization problem.
minimize eTQe
subject to Aeqy = beq (3.2)
Aineqy ≤ bineq
Let n and m be the size of the state and control (for the planar bipedal walking robot model,








The size of y is (n+m)N+j. y is the vector of all decision variables in the QP optimization problem.
Though x̂ is directly computed from û, each x̂ is its own decision variable and subjected to the
equality constraint following the forward Euler method. j is the total number of new footsteps in





e is a long vector containing all the errors between the predicted values y and the desired values
in X∗ and U∗.
e =
[
êx[k+1], êu[k], · · · , êx[k+N ], êu[k+N−1], δ̂px[1], · · · , δ̂px[j]
]T
(3.5)
êx[k+i] = x̂[k+i]− x∗i (3.6)
êu[k+i−1] = û[k+i−1]− u∗i (3.7)
i = 1, . . . , N , X∗ = [x∗1 · · · x∗N ], and U∗ = [u∗1 · · · u∗N ]. The size of e is also (n+m)N + j. Note
that the error for footsteps are simply measured with respect to zero since the minimum possible
footstep is desired. Q is a diagonal positive definite matrix containing the cost weight for the state
wx, control wu, and footstep wpx decision variables.
Q = diag
( [
wx wu · · · wx wu wpx · · · wpx
] )
(3.8)
The equality constraint Aeqy = beq is necessary to satisfy the discrete dynamics for each future
time-step in the forward Euler method. We utilize the Boolean vector η to determine whether each
future time-step is to be evaluated according to the single-support phase discrete dynamics (2.33)
or the combined discrete dynamics (2.37). Note that (xop,uop) = (x[k−1],u[k−1]), x̂[k] = x[k],




x̂[k+i−1] + η[i]vpx δ̂px[s]
)
+Bopû[k+i−1] + cop (3.9)
where i = 1, . . . , N and s = 1, . . . j.
Aeq,1 :=

In −Bop 0n,n 0n,m · · ·
−Aop 0n,m In −Bop 0n,n 0n,m · · ·
. . .






0n,1 · · · 0n,1
...
−Aopvpx 0n,1 · · · 0n,1
...
0n,1 · · · 0n,1 −Aopvpx
...
0n,1 · · · 0n,1

(3.11)
Aeq,1 is a (nN, (n+m)N) size matrix and Aeq,2 is a (nN, j) size matrix (there are N time-steps to
satisfy the equality constraint in (3.9) of size n). (n+m)N + j is the size of y. The ith block row








cop+Aopx[k] cop · · · cop
]T
(3.13)
The inequality constraint Aineqy ≤ bineq can be used to place bounds on the state, control, and
footstep predictions or any other linear constraints.
Axx̂[k+i] ≤ bx (3.14)
Auû[k+i−1] ≤ bu (3.15)
|δ̂px[s]| ≤ δpx,max (3.16)








1 0 · · ·
−1 0 · · ·
...
· · · 0 1





bx bu · · · bx bu δpx,max · · · δpx,max
]T
(3.18)
Aineq is a matrix of size ((p+q)N + 2j, (n+m)N + j). The QP problem (3.2) will return only
the first control value û[k] (i=1) from the optimal solution. The footstep value δ̂px[1] (s=1) is
implemented by the controller if η[1] is true, and no new footstep if η[1] is false (the switch phase
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does not occur).
The QP optimization problem (3.2) could also be written as an algorithm looping through each
time-step of the future state trajectory. Qx = diag(wx) and Qu = diag(wu).
Algorithm 1 Low-Level Controller
1: x̂[k]← x[k]
2: Aop,Bop, cop ← (2.34) to (2.36) using (xop,uop)
3: constraints← {∅}
4: j ← 0 (δ̂px Index)
5: xcost , ucost , px,cost ← 0, 0, 0
6: for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} do






x̂[k+i−1] + η[i]vpx δ̂px[j]
)
+Bop û[k+i−1] + cop ,
Ax x̂[k+i] ≤ bx ,
Au û[k+i−1] ≤ bu
}
9: xcost ← xcost + (êx[i+1])TQx (êx[i+1])
10: ucost ← ucost + (êu[i])TQu (êu[i])
11: end for





14: px,cost ← px,cost + wpx(δ̂px[s])2
15: end for
16: cost← xcost + ucost + px, cost
17: optimize cost subject to constraints
18: return u[k]← û[k], {δpx = η[1]δ̂px[1]}
The carefully formulated QP optimization problem conforms to the discrete dynamics of the
robot, adheres to the linear constraints on the state, control, and footstep predictions, and evalu-
ates according to the Heuristic Policy. This is a powerful tool for finding locally optimal control
values provided that the optimization problem can be solved efficiently. Maintaining the quadratic
(convex) cost and linear equality and inequality constraints of the QP form is essential to compu-
tationally efficiency for online optimization.
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULATION
The Model Predictive Control (MPC) cost-minimizing controller is simulated on the planar
bipedal walking robot model presented in Chapter 2 and shown in Figure 2.1. To simulate the
hybrid model of walking (2.9), the switch phase is again assumed to happen instantaneous and
the impact dynamics are ignored. In simulation, the full continuous-time nonlinear single-support
phase dynamics (2.6) are controlled with the discrete MPC controller. When the switch phase is
active (a new footstep is taken), the state is appropriately modified (2.7) then immediately returns
to the single-support phase (2.4). Matlab was used to perform the simulation and evolve the
nonlinear dynamics using a differential equation solver based on the Runge-Kutta formula. The
planar bipedal walking robot model was derived using mass-less legs, which is also true for the
simulation. The swing only appears in figures for visualization purposes. The stance leg is always
in contact with the ground at the global foot position px.
The MPC controller presented in Chapter 3 is executed at 20 Hz in simulation time. A constant
frequency of new footsteps is chosen as 1.5 Hz to represent a nominal gait period of a human.
This footstep frequency directly implies the spacing of true flags in the Boolean vector η, the
variable that decides when new footsteps are taken in the future trajectory. In order to solver the
Quadratic Programming (QP) optimization problem of the MPC controller, the Matlab toolbox
called Yalmip [24] is used to interface with the CPLEX optimization software package by IBM.
Further simulation parameters are listed in Table 4.1. One time-step, i.e. the control sample period,
Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit
Ts 0.050 sec zmin 0.7 m
Tstep 0.667 sec zmax 1.3 m
mtor 80 kg ϕmax 75
◦
J 1.5 kg·m2 δpx,max 0.5 m
g 9.81 m/s2 Fe,min 500 N
n 7 - Fe,max 1100 N
m 2 - τmax 100 N·m
N 26 time-steps µs 0.95 -
θ̄ 35 ◦
is Ts = 0.050 seconds. The Time Horizon is quantified in number of time-steps, N = 26. This is
chosen based on the frequency of new footsteps 1.5 Hz (or footstep period Tstep = 0.667 seconds)
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. The initial state of the robot is
set to be balanced with zero dynamics at an initial height of 1.1 meters x0 = [0 1.1 0 0 0 0 0]
T .
The initial control is given to hold the weight of the robot u0 = [mtorg 0]
T . The minimum and
maximum state and control values can be incorporated into the MPC control framework using (3.14)
to (3.16) (the first four rows of Ax and Au). Similarly, the friction cone constraint is implemented
using (2.39) and (2.42) (these are put in the last two rows of both Ax and Au).
Ax =

0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
−1 −0.7002 0 0 0 0 1































The weights on the state, control, and footstep decision variables are defined below.
wx = [10 1 10 10 1 0.1 1] (4.3)
wu = [0.0001 0.001] (4.4)
wδpx = 100 (4.5)
xc, ẋc, żc, are the states with the highest penalty because these states are most crucial to the
balance of the robot. The decision variables δ̂px have the highest overall weight to add significant
penalty to the size of footsteps taken. This way the MPC controller will find a future trajectory
with the smallest possible footsteps.
In addition to simulating the presented MPC controller, the Capture Point (CP) controller
from [3] will also be simulated on the same planar bipedal walking robot model. The Capture
Point fundamentals were derived with a nearly identical model with the exception of variable hip
height and the additional knee force control input. A Capture Point position can be calculated
using solely the contribution of a new footstep (cpstep), or the combination of a new footstep and
hip torque generation (cptorq). A new CP position is computed and implemented according to
the same step frequency 1.5 Hz as the MPC controller. Since no optimization is required for the
CP controller, the new footsteps are computed as fast as it takes the processor to evaluate the






































∣∣∣− γϕmax − ϕ[k]∣∣∣ (4.10)
δpx =
cptorq + xc[k]− px[k] First footstep after a disturbance.cpstep + xc[k]− px[k] No new disturbance. (4.11)
The sign λ is taken into account to reflect the positive rotation of the torso ϕ in Figure 2.1. xc[k].
zc[k], ẋc[k], ϕ[k], ϕ̇[k], and px[k] are the state values at the current control sample k. A new CP
position is only calculated every Tstep, following the same footstep frequency as the MPC controller.
The magnitude of the footstep determined by the CP controller must adhere to the maximum
footstep the robot is physically capable of. Therefore the footstep is saturation if it exceeds the
maximum allowable footstep δpx.max. The CP footstep position with torque contribution cptorq
is used as the first footstep after a disturbance has occurred, otherwise the standard CP position
cpstep with not torque contribution is used. The torque contribution is specified by the torque
profile (4.9) which begins as soon as cptorq has been implemented. The torque profile is defined
according to the CP position at the maximum bound of the Capture Region [3]. The value τcp is
chosen as the maximum value to always satisfy the friction cone constraint (2.42) assuming the




Fe,min = 54.6495 (4.12)
The CP point controller does not include a method for finding the knee force Fe, therefore a
proportional-derivative (PD) control is simulated in tandem with the CP controller to determine
the knee force (4.13).
Fe,cp = kp(zc,ref − zc)− kdżc kp = 200 kd = 150 zc,ref := zc0 (4.13)
The knee force produced by the PD control is saturated according to the bounds in Table 4.1. The
CP controller calculates the footsteps δpx and the torque profile τ (when using cptorq) while the
integrated PD control determines the knee force Fe.
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4.1 Multi-Step Recovery
To demonstrated the performance of the MPC controller, a large horizontal impulse disturbance
force of 600 N for 100 milliseconds is exerted on the planar bipedal walking robot model (Figure 2.1)
at 0.400 seconds simulation time. The last component of the MPC framework that has yet to be
specified are the desired trajectories X∗ and U∗. For this example of push recovery, the desired
state trajectory will simply be to remain in its initial upright position with zero velocity and zero
torso dynamics (x0). Similarly, the desired control will be the exact amount of knee force to hold
the weight of the torso mtorg and zero hip torque (u0).
x∗i = [0 1.1 0 0 0 0 0]
T =: x0 u
∗
i = [784.8 0]
T =: u0 (4.14)
for i = 1, . . . , N where X∗ = [x∗1 · · · x∗N ] and U∗ = [u∗1 · · · u∗N ]. This means the MPC controller
will reward possible trajectories where robot walk in place (px = 0) and balance the hip position
(xc, zc) at (0, 1.1) with zero velocity. These values for the desired trajectories remain constant
every control sample k, though it is possible to make iterative updates to the desired trajectories
each control sample in the user input level (Figure 3.1). It is up to the programmer to decide the
desired trajectory each control sample. The CP controller is also simulated with the same model
and disturbance for comparison. No desired trajectory is included in the CP controller. The goal of
the CP controller is to find the footstep which bring the robot to rest. The resulting state responses
and computed control inputs are plotted in Figure 4.1.
The Position and Velocity plots of Figure 4.1 are the horizontal hip position and velocity of the
bipedal robot. Height is the hip height of the bipedal robot. The Torso plot is the torso’s rotation
in radians. The Knee Force and Torque plots represent the control inputs for either controller.
The positive 600 N impulse disturbance at 0.400 seconds pushed the bipedal robot forward in the
horizontal direction. Due to the significantly large push and the time until the first footstep (0.700
seconds after rounding), the MPC controller constrains (3.16) the first footstep to the maximum
allowed footstep of 0.5000 meters. Similarly, the CP controller calculated a footstep (cptorq) of
0.5230 meters but must be saturated to the physical constraints of the bipedal robot δpx,max = 0.5.
Since both controllers took the maximum first footstep after the disturbance, a second footstep
further in the horizontal direction is necessary to recover. The MPC controller constraints the
second footstep (3.16) just like the first footstep but now finds a cost-minimizing value within the
interior of the constraint (δpx = 0.2115 meters). The CP controller calculated the second footstep
as (cpstep) as 0.1740 meters. The MPC controller likely had a larger second footstep to “push back”
and start gradually walking back towards the initial horizontal hip position (the desired position).
The CP controller continues to walk in place calculated footsteps of size zero, since its goal is to
simply balance.
Both responses undergo a similar horizontal hip velocity, though the MPC controller encounters
slight negative velocity as it walks back to the initial position. The hip height in either method is
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Figure 4.1: Both the Model Predictive Control framework and Capture Point method (with integrated PD
control for knee force) are simulated and subjected to a horizontal disturbance of 600 N for 100 milliseconds
at 0.400 seconds. Both controllers require the robot to take the maximum first footstep δpx = 0.5000 meters.
A second footstep is required to fully recover from the large disturbance for each controller. The Capture
Point method strives to zero the horizontal velocity regardless of where the horizontal hip position xc is
while the Model Predictive Control framework gradually takes footsteps back towards to the initial position
(the desired position). This is the cost-minimizing policy for Model Predictive Control set by the desired
trajectory.
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well maintained. The bang-bang torque profile of the CP controller is seen being used for the first
footstep moving the torso to the maximum angular position ϕmax. The CP controller does not use
any further torque after the first footstep (by design). The MPC controller does not use quite as
much torque during the first footstep, but the torque does zero out in future footsteps. The torque
from the MPC controller is completely generated from the QP optimization problem. No profile or
calculations are made to determine the torque. Lastly, the MPC controller chooses to utilize more
knee force during the first two footsteps compared to the CP controller which mostly maintains the
constant weight of the torso. This again is due to the cost-minimizing control sequence aiming to
push back the horizontal hip position of the robot and return to zero.
Both controllers are able to recover the robot in two footsteps from the large disturbance.
After recovery, the CP controller balances the robot in the new position while the MPC controller
gradually takes footsteps back to the original zero position. To further visualize the response of
each controller, a sequence of snapshots are shown in Figure 4.2 viewing the bipedal robot in the
sagattal plane. The time of each snapshot is chosen to be shortly after each subsequent footstep
Figure 4.2: Sequence of snapshots of the planar bipedal walking robot model simulated and controlled with
both the Capture Point method and Model Predictive Control framework. Both controllers are able to
recovery the robot from the 600 N 100 millisecond horizontal disturbance occurring at 0.400 seconds. The
first snapshot for both controllers is taken at 0.800 seconds, just after the first footstep is taken (0.700
seconds). The remaining snapshots are also taken at times just after each subsequent footstep to clearly
display the distinguish the position of each new footstep (a total of six footsteps).
to clearly distinguish the chosen footsteps. The dark gray stance leg is always in contact with the
ground while the light gray swing leg is moving towards the next footstep. The light gray swing leg’s
movements are generate for visualization but are not included in the control framework. Again,
the CP controller recovers from the jump in horizontal velocity and then stays in place. The MPC
controller takes a similar first two footsteps but then moves back towards the zero position and
reaches zero at a later time not shown. Neither controller out-performs the other. Both controllers
are able to handle large disturbances with size-limited footsteps. The main difference here is that
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the MPC controller is able drive the bipedal robot towards a desired position (in this case zero).
Therefore, if the programmer wishes to control a robot to track a desired state trajectory while
staying resilient to disturbances, the MPC framework is capable of achieve that performance. This
type of control is not achieve solely with the CP method.
4.2 Obstacle Avoidance
The unique control framework described in Chapter 3 allowing linear constraints on the state,
control, and footsteps while minimizing a cost function is a powerful tool. The advantage of these
constraints and the penalizing cost is the ability to modify and tune the optimization problem’s
parameters in order to achieve a desirable behavior. The last section showed a simple case of
push recovery to regain balance in the bipedal robot. Now the scenario where the bipedal robot is
subjected to a similar disturbance but also has to avoid an obstacle on the ground where the robot
cannot step is discussed. This section will describe how the linear constraints of the optimization
problem can be modified to avoid a certain area on the ground.
The linear constraints (4.1) and (4.2) may be modified in the user input level each control
sample. For many cases, such as the multi-step recovery in the last section, fixed linear constraints
for every control sample has stable performance. In a more complex scenario, were areas of the
ground should be avoided because of obstacles, the constraints may need to be modified when the
robot nears an obstacle.
In the following example, an obstacle will be placed on the ground in the vicinity of the bipedal
robot. The robot will be subjected to a disturbance and will not only have to recover from the
disturbance but also avoid the area of the ground where the obstacle is when performing new
footsteps. A few assumptions are made in regards to the obstacle. First, the size and position of
the obstacle is assumed to be known to the robot in the form of sensory feedback data such as
vision capturing. Second, the height and shape of the obstacle is ignore by assuming the bipedal
robot can control the motion of the swing leg to manuever over the obstacle. Therefore, only the
area on the ground containing the obstacle is considered the required space to avoid.
To help illustrate the strategy of avoiding an obstacle on the ground, Figure 4.3 shows the
planar bipedal walking robot model in a state near a obstacle on the ground. When an obstacle
on the ground is in the vicinity of the robot (within δpx,max of px), the controller will have to
choose if the desired swing leg motion is to step over the obstacle or step before the obstacle. A
possible way to make this choice is to wait until the robot has just taken a new footstep, then use
the second predicted footstep from the solution to the optimization problem that just found that
new footstep (N was chosen to include future trajectories with two footsteps). The predicted value
for the second footstep can then be compared to the relative distance to the center of the obstacle
(again, the information of the obstacle is assumed to be known). This gives an indication of where
the robot’s future trajectory plans to go and therefore can be appropriately constrained to avoid
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Figure 4.3: Obstacle avoidance scenario when the robot nears an obstacle on the ground. The red zones
indicate the area on the ground where the robot cannot step, and the green zones represent valid spaces
for the robot to step. The location and size of the obstacle is assumed to be known by the robot. A red
zone is placed around the obstacle with a tolerance so the size of the robot’s foot does not collide with
the obstacle. It is only possible to linearly constrain the robot’s footstep to one green zones, therefore the
previously predicted footstep δ̂px[2] is compared to the position of the obstacle to determine which green
zone to constraint to.
the obstacle.
In the MPC framework, as soon as the robot takes a new footstep, the controller will decide
which constraint to place on the next footstep based on the second footstep that was just prediction.
The constraint (3.16) can be modified in the user input level of the MPC control framework. This
amounts to the following constraint choice (updated at the control sample of each new footstep).
It is important to realize that δ̂px[1] of the next control sample is constrained based on the known
δ̂px[2] value of the current control sample.
δ̄px2 := δ̂px[2] from the current cost-minimizing solution (4.15)
the next control sample’s future trajectory constraints
−δpx,max ≤ δ̂px[1] ≤ pobst −
ρobst
2 − px δ̄px2 ≤ pobst − px
pobst +
ρobst
2 − px ≤ δ̂px[1] ≤ δpx,max δ̄px2 ≥ pobst − px
(4.16)
ρobst
2 should include a tolerance around the obstacle to accound for the size of the robot’s foots avoid
collision given an inequality constraint. The second footstep δ̂px[2] should never be constrained
according to the obstacle so that it can freely predicted where the robot would prefer to step late
in the Time Horizon. Simply leave the second footstep constraints by the maximum footstep size.
Lastly, if the obstacle is not in the vicinity of the robot, no special updates are made to the linear
constraints on the state.
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Figure 4.4: The bipedal robot’s state responses and control inputs with a 400 N 100 millisecond disturbance
at 0.400 seconds and an obstacle placed at 0.4500 meters. Both controllers command the first footstep before
and the second over the obstacle. The Capture Point method could not plan the larger required footstep
over the obstacle causing too much imbalance to overcome with the third footstep and ultimately falls over.
The Model Predictive Control framework plans all footsteps around the obstacle and could accommodate
imbalance by reducing the knee force.
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Both controllers are simulated with an obstacle located at 0.4500 meters. The radius of avoid-
ance around the obstacle is setup as ρobst2 = 0.1250 meters. The CP controller has no obstacle
avoidance planning and therefore is forced to take footsteps on either side of the obstacle if the
CP position (4.11) falls within the radius of avoidance. The CP controller does at least know the
information of the obstacle. The choice of side in this scenario is bases on the location of the CP
position with respect to the obstacle’s center position. The state response and control inputs of
both methods are shown in Figure 4.4 where a smaller disturbance of 400 N is exerted to purposely
aim the first footstep near the obstacle.
The CP controller’s first footstep was calculated to be 0.3450 meters which was corrected to
0.3250 meters due to the obstacle’s area of avoidance. The first footstep of the MPC controller was
also 0.3250 by means of constraining the footstep to the left side of the obstacle. The CP controller
calculates a second footstep of 0.1420 meters which is past the center position of the obstacle
but does not avoid it, and therefore the footstep is changed to 0.2500 meters to step over the
obstacle. This is unfortunately a large discrepancy to what the CP controller originally calculated
to balance, creating unanticipated imbalance. The velocity of the robot reverses too quickly and
the next footstep, -0.5000 meters, of the CP controller cannot recover the imbalance even with the
maximum footstep size. Alternatively, the MPC controller planned the second footstep over the
obstacle in the future trajectory and was able decrease the knee force avoiding unwanted imbalance.
Finally, the MPC controller takes a footstep back over the obstacle to gradually return to the zero
horizontal hip position. Planning the actuated joint forces and footsteps simultaneously in the
MPC framework made this maneuver possible.
Snapshots of the bipedal robot in the sagittal plane are shown in Figure 4.5. The CP controller
Figure 4.5: Both the Capture Point and Model Predictive Control methods take the first footstep before the
obstacle and the second footstep over the obstacle. The CP controller did not anticipate having to step over
the obstacle cause imbalance that cannot be overcome in time by the third footstep. However, the Model
Predictive Control framework was able to plan all footsteps around the obstacle and correctly adjust the
knee force to correct any imbalance.
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is a useful tool and easy to compute (no optimization problem is required) but lacks the careful
planning that is available with the MPC controller. Exploring future trajectories allow the robot
to consider the response of control actions before implementing them, which has shown to be
advantageous when obstacles exist in a trajectory. In addition to avoiding obstacles, the MPC
framework can also be used to drive the state towards a desired dynamic behavior such as walking.
4.3 Walking Control
In the previous simulation examples, the desired states trajectory X∗ and desired control se-
quence U∗ of the Model Predictive Control (MPC) framework were kept constant to drive the
bipedal robot towards its initial position and minimize velocity. The desired trajectory is not
required to be constant, in fact, it would be advantages within the control framework to have a
time-varying desired trajectory the robot can track to perform certain dynamic behaviors. A per-
fect example of a time-varying dynamic behavior is the bipedal robot walking. This can easily be
implemented in the MPC framework by modifying the desired state trajectory to be time-varying.
Specifically, the desired horizontal hip position can be set to a ramp function of time, the desired
horizontal hip velocity can be set to a non-zero constant equal to the slope of the ramp, and the
desired footstep positions can be set as a stair-case function aligned with the ramp. The result of
the implementing this desired state trajectory is as expected and are shown in Figure 4.6. Note:
no disturbances or obstacles are included in this simulation example. The MPC controller finds
the cost-minimizing control sequence to track the described desired gait pattern and successfully
command the robot to begin walking from rest at 0.700 seconds, walk until 7.000 seconds, and then
come to a stop. Although disturbances and obstacles were not included in this walking example,
the same principles described to handle those obstacles and disturbances in the MPC framework
still apply when generating a desired trajectory. This approach has proven to be quite versatile
with the capability of handling numerous dynamic behaviors.
All presented simulation examples did not present any concerns for computational efficiency,
because they are simply simulations. However, the computation time of the QP optimization
problem may encroach processor limits in a real-time scenario. Maximum solver times of the QP
optimization problem with CPLEX topped out at 22 milliseconds. For a control sample period
of 0.050 seconds, this is about 40% of the processor’s load. When considering sensor readings,
communication, and other overhead, this percentage may be too large to be considered for real-time
control. However, adjustments to the Time Horizon and step frequency could be made to shrink
the size of the QP problem improving solver time. Additionally, as processing power capabilities
continue to increase, the concern of solver time for real-time control may become less and less
critical.
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Figure 4.6: Commanding the bipedal robot to walking at 0.5 meters per second with the Model Predictive
Control framework. The desired state trajectory is set as time-varying function according to a simple gait
pattern: the desired horizontal hip position is set as a ramp function of time, the desired horizontal hip
velocity is set constant equal to the slope of the ramp, and the desired footstep positions are set as a
stair-step pattern aligned with the ramp.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
To present the control framework of this thesis, the planar bipedal walking robot model was
introduced and fully derived using Newtonian mechanics and the Euler-Lagrange method. This
model incorporates the hip-strategy (internal angular momentum generation) and multiple footsteps
as the two strategies to balance the robot in push recovery. The full nonlinear dynamics were
linearized with Taylor expansion and discretizion following Euler’s method. This allows for efficient
computation of a state trajectory given a control sequence. A conservative approximation of the
friction cone was derived to create linear constraints on the state variables maintaining the required
ground reaction force.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) was introduced as the main technique of the control frame-
work. At each control sample, MPC explores possible future state trajectories using the approx-
imated discrete-time dynamics and a variable control sequence. A Quadratic Programming (QP)
optimization problem was constructed with the possible future state trajectories solving for the
cost-minimizing control sequence and footsteps while subjected to linear constraints. The first con-
trol value of the sequence is implemented and the first footstep is performed if the current sample
is scheduled to take a new footstep.
The MPC controller was fully simulated in scenarios with large horizontal impulse disturbances
and obstacles on the ground where the bipedal robot cannot step. A classic Capture Point (CP)
method was also simulated in comparison to the MPC controller which performed well in multi-
step push recovery but lost balance when trying to navigate around an obstacle. The planning of
future state trajectories inside the MPC framework proved to be advantageous when specifically
constraining footsteps to navigate around an obstacle. Additionally, the MPC controller performed
a walking motion easily commanded by a desired state trajectory.
The MPC framework has shown to be versatile as it performs push recovery, obstacle avoidance,
and trajectory tracking by simply modifying desired values and desired constraints. This framework
was introduced on a simple planar bipedal walking robot model, but the same approach could
applied to more complex three-dimensional models. Additionally, with the freedom of modifying
the desired trajectory, constraints, and footstep schedule in the user input level, it is possible to
perform numerous dynamic maneuvers in an intuitive programming environment. With processors
continuing to achieve faster computation, the online QP optimization problem can be solved with
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